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Background 

The document Rules for field work and reporting regarding mineral resources (‘Field Rules’) 

(Anon., 2000) provides special provisions for field work related to mineral activities. The provi-

sions apply to activities within areas and periods of particular significance to wildlife.  

 

The areas and provisions in the Field Rules are defined based on the existing biological 

knowledge of the time. Government of Greenland has requested a revision of Field Rules’ chap-

ter 2 and 3 including report and digital map to be available in NatureMap at www.eamra.gl (na-

turemap.eamra.gl). NatureMap is an online mapping portal for environment and nature of 

Greenland. Information from NatureMap can be viewed in NunaGIS and GovMin (Licence-

Map) as direct data link service. 

 

This brief is an update to the text of chapter 2 Areas and periods of particular significance to 

wildlife as a provision to section 2.03.10 Areas with wintering- and spring area for walrus 

based on the existing biological knowledge about the Atlantic walrus. 

 

 

  

http://www.natur.gl/
http://www.eamra.gl/
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Ad. 1: General description and sensitivity 

The Greenland population of Atlantic walrus (Odobenus rosmarus) on the national Red List is 

assessed as mainly ‘Vulnerable’ (VU), with the Northeast Greenland population assessed as 

‘Near threatened’ (NT) (Boertmann & Bay, 2018). 

  

Walrus is protected, and subadults accompanied by females are fully protected under the Execu-

tive order of Greenland Home Rule no. 20 of 27th October 2006 §2, (Anon., 2006). The execu-

tive order is currently under revision and is expected to add that it is not allowed to generate dis-

turbances and other traffic within 300 m of walrus on land or haul-out sites. Special regulations 

apply to the nature reserve of Melville Bay (Anon., 1998) and the National Park of North- and 

East Greenland (Anon., 1992). 

 

Greenland has three populations of walrus. Northeast Greenland has a small endemic popula-

tion. West Greenland shares populations with Canada: the Hudson Bay – Davis Strait popula-

tion in Central Arctic and the Baffin Bay (Avannaata Imaa) population in High Arctic (Garde & 

Hansen, 2021). 

 

The populations of Atlantic walrus in Greenland migrate from summer to wintering areas 

through October, November, and December and return to summer areas through May and June. 

Activities in the wintering and spring areas involve feeding and possibly mating and giving 

birth. Walrus feed intensely on bivalves on shallow water c. 5-100 m depth found on banks or in 

coastal areas (Garde et al., 2018). 

 

Hunting and disturbances are the significant threats to the populations in Greenland, particularly 

when hauling out on land or sea ice. Traffic and other activities should be avoided in areas with 

a high number of walrus on sea ice (Christensen et al, 2016). 

 

Special regulations apply to the nature reserve of Melville Bay and the National Park of North- 

and East Greenland (Field Rules, November 2000, chapter 3).  

 

Ad. 2: Periods of importance 

In the Field Rules (November 2000) the following periods are listed:  

In the period October 1 – June 15. 

 

The period is still valid and includes the period of migration. It is advised not to change the pe-

riod. 

 

The period of migration in spring can change according to annual variabilities in cover and 

composition of sea ice in Davis Strait suitable as a hauling out habitat. It is advised to monitor 

the present or predicted sea ice cover via satellite observations or other reports during operations 

in an area of importance throughout June to estimate the area of importance for walrus specific 

to the period. 
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Ad. 3: Areas of importance 

Critical areas to walrus in Greenland waters in the periods of importance are polynyas and shal-

low banks and waters with densities of bivalves (Garde & Hansen, 2021). The extent of polyn-

yas varies annually and over seasons. 

 

The Baffin Bay population migrates from summer areas in Canada to wintering areas in the 

Avanersuaq region (North-West Greenland) including the eastern part of Pikialasorsuaq (North 

Water Polynya). Annual and seasonal changes in the distribution of sea ice and the extent of 

Pikialasorsuaq influence the distribution of walrus during wintering and migration (Hansen & 

Heide-Jørgensen, 2018). 

 

A part of the Hudson Bay-Davis Strait population is wintering off the West Greenland coast fol-

lowing the sea ice, with probable important migration routes where the Davis Strait is narrow 

(Dietz et al., 2014). Changes in sea ice distribution can influence the regional and temporal dis-

tribution and migration of walrus. The banks Qalerallit Ikkannersuat (Store Hellefiskebanke) 

and Qeqertarsuup Ikkannersuat (Disko Banke) are important areas for foraging and possibly 

mating during wintering periods, regardless of ice extent but with a preference for ice floes and 

less affinity for land for haul out (Heide-Jørgensen et al., 2018, Christensen et al., 2016), how-

ever an infrequent use of land is documented through interviews (Born et al., 2017). It is ad-

vised to conduct further tracking of walrus migration patterns in the region valuable for deter-

mining migration route corridors between Hudson Bay and Davis Strait. 

 

The East Greenland population is small and scattered over a vast region and therefore the pre-

cautionary approach of the Rio Declaration’s principle 15 should be applied for the region in 

general and not only the mapped area, as disturbance to a small population will potentially be 

more severe than similar disturbance on a larger population. Walrus is found year-round in the 

North-East Water polynya near Nordostrundingen (Garde & Hansen, 2021).  

 

Previously, a terrestrial haul-out was found on the northern side of the mouth of Kangertitivaq 

fjord (Scoresby Sound), now depleted, but walrus is seen in the polynya occasionally (Born et 

al., 1997, Garde & Hansen, 2021). The area is not included as an important area due to lack of 

documentation. 

 

Prior to field work in an area important to walrus, it is advised to consult publicly available sat-

ellite imagery and ice charts from Danish Meteorological Institute to assess the abundance of 

sea ice or ice floes on and around which walrus could be present. 
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It is advised to change the regulations of the section in the field rules to the following: 

 

2.03.10 Walrus winter and spring areas. During the period October 1 – June 15, the 

following regulations apply in winter and spring areas for walrus in areas of sea ice 

where walrus is recently observed, unless approved by the Environmental Agency for 

Mineral Resource Activities: 

a. It is not allowed to cause disturbance, including firing guns or traveling by boat 

at speeds above 8 knots. 

b. It is not allowed to fly by fixed-wing plane or helicopter within a vertical dis-

tance of 500 meters. 

c. It is not allowed to fly drones within a vertical or horizontal distance of 100 me-

ters. 

d. Traffic and going on ice floes are not allowed.  
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Updated map of important winter and spring areas for Atlantic walrus 
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Previous map of important winter and spring areas for Atlantic walrus 
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